February 1, 2021

The Honorable Joseph Biden
President of the United States
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20500

RE:  Department of Justice Reform of Immigration Courts and Enforcement Priorities

Dear Mr. President,

We the undersigned 165 immigration, civil rights, and human rights organizations, are heartened by actions you announced in the opening days of your administration to reform the immigration system. After four relentless years of punitive and inhumane policies designed to exclude, imprison and expel immigrants, nothing less than bold leadership is needed to implement a new vision for the nation. We write to call your attention to vital reforms that must be undertaken to ensure the Department of Justice (DOJ) effectively implements your plan to establish fairness and integrity in the immigration courts and the enforcement system. This letter provides additional recommendations to supplement a letter sent on January 18 by many of the undersigned organizations regarding immigration enforcement.1

While the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) runs much of the immigration system, key reforms planned at DHS are far more likely to achieve success if DOJ plays an active leadership role. DOJ oversees the immigration courts, which are in a state of crisis due to the deeply damaging policies of the Trump administration. The previous administration implemented a politically motivated agenda designed to turn the immigration courts into a conveyor belt for enforcement by accelerating deportations. Court decisions were expedited by truncating due process, resulting in unjust orders of removal that separated families and deported people to unsafe, life-threatening circumstances. The systemic harm caused by the previous administration is indisputable: in 2020, immigration courts denied 72 percent of all asylum cases, a historic record in denial rates and an increase of about 20 percent compared to both the Obama and Bush administrations.2

Ironically the Trump administration’s efforts to short circuit due process have not reduced the case backlog, which currently exceeds 1.3 million cases, having more than doubled in the past four years.3 The backlog has resulted in severe delays: The average wait time for an immigration court hearing is now over 1,600 days, with a quarter of immigrants waiting over five years.

Notably, many of the 1.3 million cases should not even be taking up precious time on the courts’ docket because they should not be priorities for enforcement. Hundreds of thousands of these cases are over five years old or are eligible for legal relief that can and should be reviewed not by the courts but by another agency, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS). This
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observation leads to one of our chief recommendations: We urge the Attorney General to conduct a review of cases on the docket to systematically remove those that are not enforcement priorities. By our estimate at least 600,000 cases in the categories mentioned above as well as others are suitable to be removed from the courts’ calendar, thereby improving both efficiency and fairness. These nonpriority cases can be quickly identified at headquarters through a search of the court database without the need for case-by-case review.

These actions should be accompanied by reforms to ensure the integrity and independence of the immigration courts. In just one term, the Trump administration has laid bare the structural weakness of America’s immigration courts as a judicial body that is subservient to a prosecutorial agency. In recent years, the Justice Department has exercised its power to the maximal extent, stripping immigration judges of power to administratively close cases and other fundamental authorities and rapidly appointing judges, to bend the courts toward political ends. We urge the Attorney General to restore these fundamental authorities to immigration judges, rescind policies that compel the courts to rush to judgment at the expense of due process, and undo Attorney General certified opinions that grossly mis-interpreted asylum and other immigration laws.

We also urge you to support the creation of an immigration court system that is independent of the Department of Justice. Recognizing that legal representation dramatically increases the fairness of legal proceedings and improves court appearance rates and efficiency, we urge you to call for the dramatic expansion of government-funded legal representation programs with the goal of guaranteeing counsel to all people facing removal who cannot afford it.

We are encouraged that DOJ has revoked the prior administration’s abhorrent Zero Tolerance policy. In addition, the Attorney General should issue new prosecutorial guidance to suspend all prosecutions for illegal entry and reentry, which criminalize the act of crossing the border. These prosecutions, which made up 57 percent of all federal criminal cases in 2017 and 2018, not only led to family separation but also delayed or prevented asylum seekers from making a claim for protection, in violation of U.S. treaty obligations and due process.

To ensure the success of your immigration agenda, we recommend the following urgent actions:

**Enforcement priorities and immigration court docket prioritization**

- DOJ should issue new department-wide guidance on the priorities for immigration enforcement aligned with the one issued by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) on January 20, 2021 and designed to ensure the fair, humane and effective enforcement of immigration laws.
- During the 100-day pause on deportations, or for the next 100 days if the policy remains temporarily halted by the federal courts, DOJ should conduct a database-driven review of the pending 1.3 million immigration court cases and systematically remove from the docket nonpriority cases, unless deferral would prejudice the parties, including: 1) cases pending for over five years; 2) cases eligible for relief that can be adjudicated by USCIS; 3) cases previously closed under the Obama administration; and 4) cases in which the grounds for removability are based on drug-use offenses.
• Until the “re-docketing” of case is completed, DOJ should suspend immigration court removal proceedings except in certain categories of cases, such as cases in which the respondent could be prejudiced or when requested by the respondent.

**Immigration court leadership and personnel**

• DOJ should install new EOIR leadership to replace the previous administration’s politically motivated leadership and conduct a review of all personnel decisions made during the Trump administration to correct any decisions that were not consistent with the law or acceptable norms. The new EOIR director should set standards of judicial conduct to require impartiality and require additional training of judges to minimize improper biases.

**Fair and independent courts**

• DOJ should rescind opinions certified by the Attorney General, regulations, and other policies that are contrary to law, the principles of due process and judicial independence. In particular, DOJ must restore the authority to order administrative closure, termination continuances, and other powers stripped of immigration judges. DOJ should rescind the Attorney General opinions that undermine asylum law and that contribute to the unjust and unnecessary detention and criminalization of immigrants. DOJ should also halt efforts to decertify the judges’ union, the National Association of Immigration Judges.

• DOJ should eliminate all counterproductive policies that put pressure on trial and appellate judges to expedite cases at the expense of due process, such as case-completion quotas. DOJ should develop and implement a transparent process for individuals to file complaints against judges, without fear of retaliation,

• President Biden should announce his support for the creation of an independent immigration court system separate from DOJ.

**Legal representation**

DOJ and DHS should announce a commitment to guarantee legal counsel for every person facing removal if they cannot afford it and take immediate steps to expand legal representation programs for vulnerable populations. These departments should facilitate meaningful, zealous legal representation by all attorneys and accredited representatives, including remote representation when required to ensure safety during the COVID-19 pandemic.

**Federal prosecutions**

The Attorney General should issue new policies regarding prosecutions for immigration-related offenses:

• DOJ should halt illegal entry and reentry prosecutions (under 8 U.S.C. 1325 and 1326).

• DOJ should revoke the 2017 policy calling for maximal prosecutions under the smuggling statute (8 U.S.C. 1324) and issue new policy specifying that humanitarian related work is not subject to prosecution and that family members and others not motivated by profit, will not be criminally prosecuted. DOJ should also bar the targeting of individuals engaged in humanitarian relief work, labor organizing activity, or political or legal advocacy.
We appreciate your continued leadership and partnership in these matters. Contact Greg Chen at
the American Immigration Lawyers Association, gchen@aila.org, with any questions.

Sincerely,
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